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or when retired for disability is entitled to the benefits of chapter 55
of title 10 .

"(e) A member of the Reserve, except an enlisted member retiring
on the basis of years of active service, is entitled to the same
retirement rights, benefits, and privileges as prescribed by law for a
member of the Naval Reserve, and wherever a law confers authority
upon the Secretary of the Navy, similar authority is given to the
Secretary to be exercised with respect to the Coast Guard when the
Coast Guard is not operating as a service in the Navy . An enlisted
member of the Reserve who retires on the basis of years of active
service is entitled to the same retirement rights, benefits, and
privileges as prescribed by law for an enlisted member of the Regular
Coast Guard .
"„706. Temporary members of the Reserve; eligibility and

compensation
"A citizen of the United States, its territories, or possessions who is

a member of the Auxiliary, an officer or member of the crew of a
motorboat or yacht placed at the disposal of the Coast Guard, or a
person (including a Government employee without pay other than
the compensation of that person's civilian position) who by reason of
special training and experience is considered by the Commandant to
be qualified for duty, may be enrolled by the Commandant as a
temporary member of the Reserve, for duty under conditions the
Commandant may prescribe, including part-time and intermittent
active duty with or without pay, without regard to age . The Comman-
dant is authorized to define the powers and duties of temporary
members of the Reserve, and to confer upon them, appropriate to
their qualifications and experience, the same grades and ratings as
provided for members of the Reserve . When performing active duty
with pay as authorized by this section, temporary members of the
Reserve are entitled to receive the pay and allowances of their rank,
grade, or rating.
"„707. Temporary members of the Reserve; disability or death

benefits
"(a) If a temporary member of the Reserve is physically injured, or

dies as a result of physical injury, and the injury is incurred incident
to service while performing active duty, or engaged in authorized
travel to or from that duty, the law authorizing compensation for
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the
performance of their duties, applies, subject to this section . That law
shall be administered by the Secretary of Labor to the same extent as
if the member was a civil employee of the United States and was
injured in the performance of that duty . For benefit computation,
regardless of pa or pay status, the member is considered to have had
monthly pay of $600.

"(b) This section does not apply if the workmen's compensation law
of a State, a territory, or another jurisdiction provides coverage
because of a concurrent employment status of the temporary
member. When the temporary member or a dependent is entitled to a
benefit under this section and also to a concurrent benefit from the
United States on account of the same disability or death, the
temporary member or dependent, as appropriate, shall elect which
benefit to receive .

"(c) If a claim is filed under this section with the Secretary of Labor
for benefits because of an alleged injury or death, the Secretary of
Labor shall notify the Commandant who shall direct an investigation
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